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Surevy Questions

Do you have a smart meter at home? 
Do you track your energy use? (For example: track your energy consumption at home and its costs) 
Which energy provider are you using at home? (Please mention the name of the company) 
Do you use an application or some form of display/dashboard/device to monitor your use? 
If yes, what do you use to monitor your energy consumption and what information does it provide you? Please 
provide a short description.
How would you rank these goals based on your energy behavior ie. What factors are most important to you? 
(1 - highest priority , 5 - least priority) 
Being comfortable (1-5)
Being sustainable (1-5)
Saving money (1-5)
Being privacy conscious (1-5)
Other (1-5)
If you ranked “Other” please mention the goal you had in mind. Type “none” if you don’t have any. 
Were there goals that you felt were equally important to you? (eg : I would give Being comfortable and Saving 
money the same ranking) 
Contact information

User interview questions

Would you like to share a little about your experience with the energy company?
What do you find most interesting about your energy bills? How often do you look at them?
What information do you think is valuable for you to have?
What recommendations do they currently give to help you become more sustainable?
what sort of an image or impression do you get from Vattenfall as a company? and are there some expecta-
tions that you have about those?
When you install or opt for an energy provider, do you have certain intentions associated with it?
What do you think is then the intention of the company when they interact with you?
Your first priority is saving money and then sustainability? So could you tell me a little about what saving mon-
ey means to you? and what does being sustainable means to you?
What do you think about hyper-personalised recommendations for promoting sustainable behavior?



User Interviews

(P1) - 40 years old
Family - 3 people - wife, child(8), himself
Type of house - Apartment(3 room)
Energy provider : Vattenfall
Profession : UX designer
Energy bill : about 80 euros/month
Survey responses - 1. Saving money=Being sustainable 2. Being comfortable 3. Being privacy conscious 
P1 actively involves himself and his family in monitoring his energy use. He looks at his consumption over-
view ie. monthly bill and document provided by Vattenfall and participates in discussions with his wife and 
kid about their energy use. He finds the document provided by Vattenfall interesting as it provides compar-
isons,overviews and trends. Most recommendations and tips to save energy are provided to him through a 
newsletter . However, he rarely reads them and some of the tips are too obvious and not very relevant. Their 
family doesn’t have a specific goal or intention when it comes to energy use although in general they consider 
themselves energy conscious/saving. They believe they have a small set up and already do everything they 
can to save as much energy as possible. From their perspective, they see Vattenfall as a company trying to 
fight climate change and trying to educate people about energy consumption. 
“I think I already do enough to save as much energy as possible”
“My dream is to live in a tiny house with it’s own grid and solar panels”



(P2) 
57  years old, divorced, living alone, spend time with girlfriend in weekends
Family - 4 people - wife, 2 kids, lives by himself
Type of house - 2 floor apartment one of the canal houses, living room, open kitchen 3 bedroom
Energy provider : Energiedirect
Profession : Entrepreneur
Energy bill : about 180 euros/month(big bill from electric floor heating and
Survey responses - 1. Being comfortable 2. Being sustainable 3.Saving money  4.Being privacy conscious 
P2 has had a couple of bad experiences paying very high additional dues at the end of the year from leaving 
his electrical floor and bathroom floor heating on . Since then he has become more careful about his energy 
use. He wants a lot of real time information on his actual usage. His energy provider only provides a monthly 
report with a basic total amount and comparisons and he still feels he has no idea what is driving it. He feels 
disappointed that the company’s proposition of saving costs does not match the reality as much. Since he 
owns multiple apartments, tracking the usage is difficult with one application and he is forced to take differ-
ent providers for each.  He felt the company’s intention was to provide efficiency linked to a low price point 
supported by digital technologies and automation. For him, comfort is being able to put on his floor heating 
without a worry, and he has ambitions to become sustainable by installing solar panels, however he hasn’t 
found the most efficient way to do it.
“I would like to see my actual usage, my actual data, why am I not charged on the actuals? Why give me a 
surprise at the end of the year?” 

(P3) 
34 years old , Family - 3 people - wife, 1 baby (8 month)
Type of house - an average house 2 neighbors , quite large , 5 bedrooms, a garage , a bathroom and living 
room
Energy provider : Budgetenergie
Profession : coordinating advisor in the government
Energy bill : about 170/month
yes smart meter
Survey responses - 1. Being comfortable = Saving money 2. Being sustainable  3. Being privacy conscious 
P3 believes they have an average electricity use but spends a lot on gas because of heating. Since he has an 
old house built in 1968, isolation is not ideal and they are still in the process of fixing this. He often switches 
between energy companies to get the best prices. For example, he switched from Vattenfall to Budget Energie 
a year back because it felt like overtime he ends up paying more when he stays with a company for too long. 
So he intends to switch providers in a couple of years again. He analyzes his energy consumption with an ex-
cel sheet comparing every month’s data. He does not take any significant steps to reduce his energy although 
expects his smart thermostat to manage his heating expenses. He is into smart and connected devices and 
would like to have a clear overview of variable prices so that he can program his washing machine. He feels 
the recommendations and tips provided are quite generic. He sees his energy provider(Budget Energie) as a 
company that focuses on providing cheap electricity at low tariffs, their products and services are quite clear. 
He also expects shared technologies to be developed for residential heating.
“We cook on electricity so it’s important we have a very reliable supplier, also with heating when it’s cold, my 
priority is that it works especially with a baby, comfort becomes very important.”



(P4) - 38 years old
Family - 2 people - wife
Type of house - own house , two houses combined front house back house really old - 1800 something
big - living room, basement, 3 bedrooms, kitchen bathroom, small- living room, 2 bedrooms , bathroom, kitch-
en, big garden withe shed with power tools (consumes quite a bit of energy)
Energy provider : Eneco (previous vattenfall)
Profession : COO 
Energy bill : about 150 bigger house 100 smaller house
yes smart meter no smart thermostat
Survey responses - 1. Being comfortable  2. Being sustainable 3. Saving money  4. Being privacy conscious
P4 lives in a combined house (2 houses joined together) built in the 1800s and requires that he be able to 
monitor the energy use in both houses which is currently not supported by their energy provider. He feels 
there are a lot of factors to optimize in this house because his energy bill is high. He believes in investing in 
better appliances/systems to make things more future proof. For instance, he changed to a more efficient 
heating system which cost about 2500 Euros. He finds monthly, yearly comparison data of his energy use 
interesting. He has the Eneco app but only uses it when he is sent his monthly energy report. He likes that the 
app is more interactive and gives information for e.g. about what appliances are on standby. Although he feels 
that recommendations are rather broad/generic, limiting and more focused on selling new services. He doesn’t 
like the idea of installing solar panels as it affects the aesthetics of the house and would rather pay for it to be 
installed and maintained remotely. His goal is to strike a balance between comfort and saving money accom-
panied by not wasting energy in unwanted use that could affect the environment. As for comfort, reliability is 
his biggest need and he wouldn’t mind paying a few extra euros per month if he knows his energy source is 
more sustainable.
“ For me energy - it just needs to work, if it is cold then I should be able to turn on the heat and my wife likes 
using the sauna and I don’t want to stop her.”

(P5)
34  years old
Family - 3 people - wife, 1 4 yr old
Type of house -  apartment 2BHK
Energy provider : BESCOM (Indian)
Profession : Program manager
Energy bill : about 800/month- 9600 per year
No smart meter
Survey responses - 1. Being comfortable  2. Saving money 3. Being sustainable 4. Being privacy conscious
P5 monitors his energy bill every month, he tends to note his expenses carefully even more when he houses 
guests for a certain month. His comparison of usage is done primarily through his costs than through usage. 
For him comfort is the most important priority. He is aware of his excess use of air conditioner during the sum-
mers and instead compensates by reducing usage of other appliances. His energy consumption is informed 
through monthly bills and an app that usually provides updates about outages or power fluctuations. It is 
however not informative enough, they don’t provide any recommendations or live readings. He is keen to un-
derstand his everyday usage so that he can understand what went right or wrong. He believes the company 
wants to provide uninterrupted power supply but often issues happen with peak loads during summers. He 
wants to have solar panels but the incentives are not too high at the moment since the provider does not 



pay enough. His foremost priority is comfort, but he would like to save money as much as possible by being 
informed through data. 
“I should be able to use whatever I use whenever I want to use it”

(P6)
23 years old
Family - live with gf in a house
Type of house - 100 sq meter living room kitchen connected, 3 bedrooms, a toilet and bathroom
Energy provider : Eneco yearly contract will switch to another one cause they have a better offer - Vandebron 
- they give energy from local resources wind and solar
Profession : student - bachelors electrical - masters embedded systems TUD
Energy bill : we pay the same amount every month - 110 euros ,
Survey responses - Being comfortable Saving money= being sustainable= almost same ranking Being privacy 
conscious
P6 is a data enthusiast when it comes to his energy information and likes to know the detailed information 
about his energy consumption. He uses the Eneco app currently to track his consumption and his happy that 
the smart meter is read often so he knows he get accurate data. Monitoring his consumption gives him a bit of 
context on their everyday activities, for instance it helps him understand if his energy consumption is still high 
when he is not home or is asleep. He takes simple steps like switching bulbs and buying appliances with high 
efficiency besides that he thinks energy is just something you use. However, he recently installed solar panels 
in the house that he lives in with his girlfriend and his excited about generating his own power. He feels that 
the intention of a company is to just stay in business and believes that smaller companies tend to have more 
idealistic views towards energy. Hence he soon plans to move from Eneco to Vandebron to ensure that all his 
power is generated through renewables. He wants to be sustainable but not at the cost of comfort as that can 
quickly reduce his motivation to remain sustainable. He is also not that concerned about privacy as he has a 
good understanding of how the smart meters work.
“i think the consumer has to choose by picking the right provider if they want to make an impact.”‘



Expert interview questions

Give intro over the project - mention multi-intentionality data driven systems - mention simplicity 
What do you think being sustainable is - from a user perspective - what does it mean to be sustainable?

From an algorithmic perspective what is the level of understanding that you can learn about user behavior? By 
monitoring their power use? eg the smart meter

What are the most common activities that account for this waste? eg i know using a dishwasher with 3 plates 
or leaving light bulbs on.. - how do you detect specific activities as wastage as opposed to some not?

Is every optimisation and recommendation sent to a household explainable? or are there some Sometimes in 
predictive algorithms you don’t necessarily know why or how it predicted a certain result? Is there some way 
we 
What the main parameters that decide this? like what parameters go into the algorithm and what aspects are 
generally optimised?  So sort of like end - end of whats data is tracked and what goes out ?  Data flow..

How are you currently incorporating human behavior and more social aspects of human behavior?

What information do you think an algorithm could actually learn from a user to influence the algorithm or 
change the way it behaves?

How would you describe the intention of an algorithm for an ai powered energy system? and for instance if you 
could say it has certain values or human like qualities would you be able to give any?
 
How do you think more human elements like values and intentions can be captured in algorithms? How do you 
think it could be incorporated into energy systems?  and what sort of data would you be interested in collecting 
to make your system behave better?

Do you think it’ll create some form of overhead for the system?

also , there are a lot of groups that are anti-smart meter( also because from research you can actually learn 
about what people do throughout the day) , how do up think we could improve that? What paramets do you 
think we can optimise ?

What would the future of a company look like when you everybody is producing their own energy?

If you had speculate on a future smart energy home(lets say 10-20 years from now) with people participating 
.. what would you think it would look like? What would this participation look like?

What would be the most compelling thing that also encourages people to become more energy conscious?
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